TIMBER FINISHES
TIMBER FINISHES
KENNEDY’S OFFER A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF TIMBER FINISHES PROVIDING A PERFECTLY
TAILORED LOOK TO YOUR RESIDENTIAL OR COMMERCIAL PROJECT.
DRESSED

SAWTOOTH

When precise sizing and a
clean look is required, this is
the optimal finish.

The surface of the timber is “hit
and miss” dressed to highlight
some timber colouring and
retain some of the original
sawtooth markings.

This timber is profiled to
tolerances according to
Australian Standards AS
2796.1 producing a timber
finish that is smooth to touch
requiring little or no sanding.

Inspired by retail design fitouts
this product is finding new
uses in both commercial and
residential applications.

HANDBRUSHED

SMOKEY GREY

Kennedys unique brushing
technique enhances the
timber’s individual patina and
natural characteristics.

THE SMOKEY GREY FINISH
PROVIDES AN ECO FRIENDLY,
LOW MAINTENANCE
SOLUTION, RESULTING IN A
STUNNING PRE AGED LOOK.

The finished smooth surface
exposes the timber’s history
and can be left to age naturally
or have an oil coat applied.
Hand Brushed is our most
popular and enduring finish.

The timber is lightly wire
brushed to deepen the grain
prior to being coated in
Kennedy’s specialised grey
solution coating. The coating
adheres to the surface of the
timber and the timber will be
weathered naturally over time.

SAWN

CHARCOAL

This finish is produced when
large timber is sawn resulting
in square or rectangular cross
sections.

Another popular low
maintenance solution, the
charcoal finish was inspired by
an ancient Japanese technique
originating in the 18th century.

Sizes range from standard
posts and beams, primarily
featured in domestic
construction, through to
specially requested sizes
required for architectural
purposes and commercial
developments.

The intent of this method is to
preserve the wood by charring
it with fire to weatherproof it.
A similar appearance can also
be achieved with a black ash oil
coating system applied.

www.kennedystimbers.com.au

